Curriculum Process for Modification of an Existing Course for GEP

1. Faculty Creates or Modifies a Course
2. Departmental Curriculum Review Process
   - approved
3. College Curriculum Review Process
   - approved
4. Reviewed by CUE
   - recommends approval
5. CUE Chair
   - recommends approval as GEP
6. Approved by the Provost or the Provost’s designee
   - GEP course
7. Add to Undergraduate Course Catalog

Recommended for inclusion on GEP list pending minor changes

Communication of status to Dean and the designees identified by the Associate Dean of each college (list varies by college)

Substantial revision(s) needed for approval as undergraduate course.

Faculty makes minor changes in consultation with CUE and UCCC chairs

Recommended for approval pending minor changes

Check for substantive changes

Recommends approval for GEP